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ABSTRACT 

There is increasing interest in the notion that acoustic environments may affect human health, not only at high 
exposure levels, but also where the acoustic environment is pleasant and of high quality. In this paper we 
explore the notion that access to high quality acoustic environments may have a role in quality of life. This 
can be intrinsically, or by way of mediation for people otherwise exposed to adverse environments, through 
some restorative and health promoting mechanism(s). First the limited literature on soundscapes and 
restoration, and their interconnection, is discussed. Next, the results of secondary analysis on several data sets 
are presented. It is concluded that evidence on the intrinsic positive value of areas with high acoustic quality 
(green-blue areas) for restoration, by way of an immediate pathway, is limited. Temporary respite from 
environmental noise can mitigate the negative effects on health and wellbeing, but the long-term effects have 
scarcely been studied. Based on the secondary analysis, key determinants of perceived soundscapes and 
overall evaluation of sound quality in different conditions are presented. Next, the evaluation of overall 
sound quality and perceived soundscapes is linked to restoration at places which people frequent to relax, 
socialize or for physical exercise. 
 
Keywords: Soundscape, restoration, quality of life, wellbeing  I-INCE Classification of Subjects 
Number(s): 56.3, Soundscapes 51.4, 62.5 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Worldwide there is a revival of interest in the positive effect of landscapes, green and blue space, 

open countryside on human well-being, quality of life, and health, especially for urban dwellers. 
However, most studies do not account for the influence of the acoustic environment in natural 
environments either in a negative or positive way. One of the few studies in the field, which was 
performed by Kang and Zhang (1), identified relaxation, communication, dynamics and spatiality as 
the key factors in the evaluation of urban soundscapes. Remarkable is their finding that the general 
public and urban designers clearly value public space very different. The latter reported a much 
stronger preference for natural sounds and green spaces than the lay-observers. Do we, as 
professionals, tend to exaggerate the value of green and what characteristics of urban green space are 
key to health, wellbeing and restoration? And especially, what role does the acoustic quality and 
accompanying social quality play in all this? There is evidence that green or natural areas/wilderness/ 
or urban environments with natural elements as well as areas with a high sound quality can 
intrinsically provide restoration through spending time there. Also, merely the knowledge that such 
quiet and green places are available seems to work as a buffer effect between stress and health(2). 
The key concept of restoration was first introduced by Kaplan & Kaplan (3) in their Attention 
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Restoration Theory (ART). Research into the mechanism confirmed that people can concentrate better 
after spending time in nature, or after looking at scenes of nature (3) (4) . There is some indication that 
certain places contribute to restoration. Often it is assumed that this is related to aspects of quiet and 
green, but evidence on this combined effect of noise and green is still highly anecdotal and primarily 
focused on recreational areas outside cities rather than urban areas (2). Based on the available 
evidence we assume at least two mechanisms : 1) by an immediate pathway and 2) an indirect pathway 
by way of mediation or moderation where features of the immediate, and broader environment in 
which people live determine the effect of aversive features such as a lack of green and/or quiet (5) (6) 

So far only a handful of studies is available addressing this issue. Very few studies have evaluated 
the physical and spatial characteristics of areas with good sound quality (7) (8). Booi and van den Berg 
(8) identified, by means of interviews, several features characterizing quiet areas, such as the presence 
of green and water, maintenance, colors, a sense of space, and odors. Suburban residents characterized 
a quiet area differently than did city dwellers. Earlier, Pheasant and colleagues (9) (10) found that 
maximum sound pressure level (LAmax), and the percentage of natural features of a location, were key 
factors influencing perceived tranquility. Also of interest are studies addressing the intrinsic 
restorative quality of the built environment. Lindal and Hartig (11) for example showed in an 
experimental setting that attributes of buildings influenced people’s judgments about the potential to 
be beneficial for stress reduction.  

In an early study of Ulrich et al (12) including physiologic measures, it was found that exposure to 
“pure” nature sites resulted in a slightly better restoration when compared with urban restoration sites, 
and that high levels of traffic noise was associated with poor recovery. The differences were small, but 
the trends are clear. Besides potential immediate restorative effects, there may be long-term effects of 
access to environmental amenities in the immediate living environment In general there are four 
mechanisms assumed that lead from green and tranquil space to health: via physical activity, via social 
interactions and relaxation and finally via reduced levels of traffic related air and noise pollution (13). 
The constraint of restoration has more recently been distinguished as a contributor to chronic stress 
that may be attributed to environmental conditions that undermine opportunities for restoration (14) 
(15).  

This paper explores the role of sound in the process which leads from access to and use of green 
space to restoration and health. Results of a systematic review of the literature are combined with 
secondary analysis on two existing data sets. The main aim is first to explore the association between 
people’s perceptions of the sound quality in different conditions (in hand near the home and at their 
favorite green area) using non parametric methods for analysis. Secondly, the aim is to study the 
association between perceived sound quality with several indicators of restoration and subjective 
health. This is done while accounting for demographic and contextual features in particular aspects of 
green (objective as well as subjective indicators), and social features (social cohesion), using 
multi-level regression.  

2. METHOD 

2.1 Literature Review 

In the framework of a COST project on soundscapes a systematic literature search was performed 
for the specific association between soundscapes and health and wellbeing (2). Scopus databases were 
searched to identify relevant peer-reviewed English, German and Dutch studies published in the period 
between April 2000 and April 2013. A wide range of keywords was used related to tranquility, quiet, 
public or green space, restoration, stress and health. Several recent reviews, including both 
peer-reviewed and grey literature, were used to summarize the state of the art on the beneficial effects 
of green space on health and wellbeing, and the role of physical and social aspects in the association 
between sound/noise and wellbeing. 

2.2 TASTE (Towards a Sustainable Acoustic Environment) 

Data were derived from a study performed in the Netherlands in 2013, which was granted by the 
Strategic Program RIVM. Participants in this study were people of 18 years and older, recruited from 
33 neighborhoods in three Dutch cities (Arnhem, Amsterdam and Rotterdam) which were later 
aggregated into 31 neighborhoods in view of equal size. Neighborhoods were selected according to 
their level of urbanization, and contrasting levels and variations in noise exposure, neighborhood 
lay-out, and were subsequently matched on socio-economic status. Per neighborhood, a random 



 

 

sample of 500 inhabitants (15,508 in total) was drawn from the municipal population registers of three 
cities. After two reminders, 3972 respondents returned the questionnaire which means a response rate 
of 26 percent. With the number of participants the target of at least 100 people per neighborhood was 
reached. This was defined in power analysis as a prerequisite to obtain a power of 85 and 90%. For a 
detailed description of study design and methods we refer to Van Kempen et al.(7) (16). 

The questionnaire included three sets of questions regarding perceived sound quality (i) The sounds 
people hear when a) in the dwelling, b)outdoor (within 5 meters from the dwelling) or c) while visiting 
their favorite place elsewhere in the city) was measured by asking how often they heard traffic sounds, 
human sounds, natural sounds, and other sounds. Answers were given on a 5-point scale (‘never’, 
‘occasionally’, ‘regularly’, ‘often’, and ‘very often’). (ii)The meaning of the sound that people 
perceive when a)in the dwelling, b) outdoor or c) visiting their favorite places elsewhere in the city 
was measured by an adapted version of the perceived soundscape questions developed by Axelsson, 
Nilsson and Berglund (17). This index was translated and back translated from Swedish to Dutch and 
back to Swedish in the framework of a previous study.  

Respondents (iii) could indicate their overall evaluation of the sound situation on a 5-point 
category scale (“Very good”, “good”, ”nor good nor bad”, “bad”, or “very bad”).  This was asked 
again for the three conditions of a) indoor, b) outdoor and c) at their favorite place elsewhere in the city. 
Information on both road traffic and cumulative noise levels (Yearly averaged LDEN, Lnight, 
L95night , L95day and variation in LDEN, variation in L95day, variation in L95day), was gathered at 
street level (Postcodal level) and neighborhood level. Geocoding at the level of dwelling was not an 
option since house numbers were not available.  For neighborhood level exposures, the midpoint of 
the neighborhood was used by geocoding in GIS. In the NL this covers a street in general. 
Subsequently, modelled noise data available from national noise maps, with a resolution of 25x25 m 
grids, were linked to the midpoint of these postal code areas and the midpoint of the neighborhood. 
Noise levels were assessed by means of the STAMINA model (Standard Model Instrumentation for 
Noise Assessment) (18). 

Among others, the questionnaire contained an annoyance question measured by means of the 
standard ISO 11 point annoyance question index (19). In the analysis only the percentage highly 
annoyed was included following the Miedema standard, setting the cut-off point at 72 (20).  

Questions regarding perceived neighborhood social cohesion, were derived from Dutch standard 
questions developed for the so called WoON questionnaire (21) and also described by Drukker et al. 
(22) and based on Sampson et al.(23).   

Noise sensitivity was measured by means of an adapted version of the Weinstein noise sensitivity 
scale as was published and validated by Kishikawa, Matsui et al.( 24). 

Additional data at neighborhood level were derived from routine collected data regarding level of 
urbanization, demographic composition, greenness, amenities and by audits at neighborhood and 
street level (16). 

 

2.3 PHENOTYPE (Positive health effects of the natural outdoor environment in typical 

populations in different regions in Europe) 

The data used for secondary analysis are also derived from the Seventh Framework European study 
PHENOTYPE into the health effect of access and use of green area in four European cities of varying 
size in Spain, the UK, Netherlands and Lithuania. At the four study centers, people were selected from  
neighborhoods with varying levels of socioeconomic status and green and blue space (for details see 
23). For this paper only data from the Dutch subsample were used.  

Participants were people of 18 years and older, recruited from 30 neighborhoods in the city of 
Doetinchem, a provincial town with 56,832 inhabitants in the Eastern part of the Netherland with 
sufficient variation in types of green and blue space and levels of social economic status (SES). 

Of the total 10,220 people between 18 and 75 years invited only 861 (8.4%) agreed to participate in 
an oral interview. Non-response analysis in the Netherlands showed that responders value green/blue 
as more important for physical and social activities, for relaxation, and for commuting by foot or bike 
than people who decided not to participate. Again, because we deal with a stratified sample, the 
number of participants per neighborhood fulfils the criteria for obtaining statistical power.   

For the basic green and blue measures in Doetinchem, the so called ‘Top10NLwas used and 
generalized to conform to Urban Atlas land cover codes and minimum size criteria. 

The questionnaire was constructed around the three mechanisms assumed to underlie the 



 

 

association between green/blue and health: social interaction, physical activity and a stress reducing 
mechanism. Per mechanisms, questions were asked about availability, use, importance of and 
satisfaction with green at different scale levels. Most questions were derived from existing and 
validated indices, some tailored to the specific objectives of PHENOTYPE. In the latter case questions 
were developed in English and translated and back translated in Dutch, Spanish, Catalan and 
Lithuanian where needed. Natural environments were defined as all public and private open spaces 
that contain “green” and “blue” natural elements such as street trees, forests, city parks and natural 
parks/reserves, including all types of water bodies, further referred to as “green spaces”.  

The questionnaire included two sets of questions regarding perceived sound quality comparable 
with the one described under 2.2 using 8 items instead of 12 items. Previous analysis confirmed earlier 
findings on the structure in two factors referring to a positive and negative dimension. Also, 
respondents could indicate their overall evaluation of the sound situation on a 5-point category scale 
(“very good”, “good”, ”nor good nor bad”, “bad”, or “very bad”).  This was asked again for one 
condition only: their favorite place elsewhere in the city.  

Questions regarding use of green space are derived from the UK Progress Survey (26) and were 
asked in relation to three scale levels: i) close to home (less than 15 minutes by foot or bike), ii) in the 
city or town (more than 15 minutes by foot or bike) and iii) in the vicinity of the city or town”.  

The restoration scale is an index developed by Korpela et al (27) (28) with 9 questions informing 
about the emotion people feel during or after a visit to their favorite green/blue space (e.g. During after 
a visit I feel: calmer, my concentration and alertness clearly increases, I get new enthusiasm and 
energy for my every day routine, I feel restored and relaxed). These questions could be answered with 
5 categories ranging from “Fully fits” to “Does not fit at all” coded 1-5. 

Questions regarding perceived neighborhood social cohesion were identical to what was used in the 
TASTE project.  

Medically Unexplained Symptoms were measured by means of an adapted version of the 4DKL 
somatization Terluin (30).  “In the past week how often have you suffered from: headache, muscle 
aches, nausea”  The added items pertain to pain in back of head and fatigue. “They could be answered 
with 5 categories ranging from “Fully agree” to “Do not agree at all” coded 0-4. The items were 
recoded and summed as prescribed by the guidelines. 

Stress was measured by a newly composed indicator including questions on fatigue, medication use 
as a coping strategy, pain in back of head and two item from the MH5 scale (31) regarding feeling 
nervousness and feeling calm.  

Socio-demographic characteristics: Individual-level covariates were obtained by using 
standardized  questions about gender, age (in years), household composition (living alone/with 
partner and children younger than 12 years/ living alone or with partner and  with or without older 
children), level of education (three categories: primary school or no education; secondary 
school/further education; university degree or higher), subjective income situation (three categories: 
“cannot make ends meet”; “just have enough to get along” and “being comfortable”) and work status 
(employed/unemployed) operationalized in working at least 20 hours per week  (according to CBS 
standard).  

Multilevel regression analyses were applied to take into account the clustering of the data. Level 1 
represented the individuals and Level 2 neighborhood. The same set of the following potential 
confounders was used in all models: gender, age, level of education, perceived income, employment 
status, household composition with/without children younger than 12 years and city (dichotomized) . 
Analysis was performed on the pooled data and the separate data and conducted using SPSS 22.0. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Main Findings Literature Review 

Based on the available literature two types of restoration were discerned: Type 1 restoration refers 
to a high quality acoustic environment intrinsically providing restoration by way of an immediate 
pathway; Type 2 restoration refers to the effect of availability (knowledge) of a high (better) quality 
acoustic environment to a person who otherwise is subject to adverse effects of noise (at home).  The 
latter includes availability of a quiet side in an otherwise high noise exposure dwelling, or access 
to/knowledge about nearby green areas. Both can be regarded as providing restoration by way of 
mediation.  

Evidence on the intrinsic positive effect of areas with high acoustic quality (type 1) is limited. 



 

 

Studies on the effect of access to a quiet area at home as well as near the home (type 2) show that 
temporary respite of noise has beneficial health effect, but whether this holds long term as well is 
unclear.  Also since most studies are cross sectional no firm conclusions can be drawn about the 
direction of the associations.  

It is concluded that, in order to advance our understanding of the process by which these different 
mechanisms may operate, a more integrated approach is warranted—a contextual one in which the 
social and physical aspects are studied relating acoustic quality, via restoration, to health as was 
outlined by Lercher (29). 

3.2 Main Findings TASTE 

The main aim of the study addressed in this paper was:  1. To investigate the determinants of 
people’s perceptions of the sound quality a) in the dwelling, b) outdoor or c) visiting their favorite 
places elsewhere in the city near the homes. The relative importance of the determinants of perceived 
soundscape and overall acoustic quality was analyzed by means of non-parametric analysis. In a 
stepwise manner, the following models were tested:  

 
Table 1:  Steps in the non-parametric analysis . 
 

OUTCOMES: Soundscape & Overall l Acoustic quality  (three conditions)  

Predictors 

 

Level 1 City  

Level 2 Neighbourhood (include urbanization/% single homes and surface green and blue + audit 

(Business) activity, amenities Quality of public space, Amount of public green and blue (drop if 

they do not add anything) 

Step 1: Delta night L95 night ,Delta day  L95 day, Lden cummu, Lnight Cumu (Level 3)  

Step 2: Demographics (work, age , gender, education, type of household)   

Step 3: Perception of noise (road, neighbors, nature)  

Step 4: Annoyance Road, Neighbors, Mopeds  

Step 5: Social Cohesion,  Noise sensitivity 

Step 6: Combination 1-5 

 
Overall it can be concluded that the parameters entered into the model, predict the overall sound 

quality (indoor, outdoor and at a favorite spot) better and with much less error than was the case in the 
prediction of the evaluation of the soundscape per condition. Associations between physical and social 
features at neighborhood, street, and individual level and perceived soundscapes and acoustic quality 
in general, was moderately strong, but significant as a consequence of a relatively large sample. People 
judge their indoor and immediate outdoor sound quality highly comparable, but outdoors traffic noise 
plays a key role and indoors the hearing of human sound and severe annoyance from neighbors. Next 
to the perception of and severe annoyance from different noise sources, social aspects of the 
neighborhood (attachment and cohesion) seem to play an important role. Noise indicators come on a 
second plan and do not add much to the prediction, nor do the audited features of the neighborhood 
(activity, the number of amenities, quality of public space and the amount of public green and blue 
space). Surprisingly, personal characteristics as noise sensitivity are also less important than one 
would expect based on previous studies focused on annoyance responses, where it showed that noise 
sensitivity was a very strong predictor of annoyance (32). 

The perception of the sound quality at the most frequently visited area in the vicinity of peoples 
immediate environment are much less strongly associated with the included determinants and follow a 
different pattern all together. Although again the perceived noise sources as well as severe annoyance 
due to them are important predictors, social aspects are much less prominent than is the case for the 



 

 

evaluation of the sound quality in the vicinity and near the dwelling. Indicators for sound variance 
(Delta day and night) come forward as strong predictors. On the one hand it is thus confirmed that we 
need information about the physical and social context next to acoustic information in order to 
understand how people evaluate the acoustic quality at different scale levels. On the other hand the 
evaluation of the sound quality at places that people visit to recuperate from daily stress is highly 
dependent on the actual acoustics and in particular the variety in sound levels (7). 

These findings confirm partly what we know from the scarce evidence on the theme. From the 
literature it was observed that in addition to the variation in time and spectral variance, also the spatial 
variation in sounds is assumed to influence peoples' perception of sound qualities(33) (34) (35). 
Human evaluation, according to Brown (36), of the sound quality at a certain spot depends less on 
absolute levels but more on the nature of the sounds that are presents and on the relative levels of those 
sounds. 

3.3 Main Findings PHENOTYPE (NL)  

The main aim of the analyses carried out in the context of this paper is to explore the association 
between people’s perceptions of the sound quality of their favorite green area and several indicators of 
restoration and health. This is done while accounting for demographic and contextual features, in 
particular aspects of green (objective as well as subjective indicators), and social features (social 
cohesion), using multi-level regression analysis. While the main aim of TASTE was to study 
determinants of perceived acoustic quality, here we look at the predictive power of perceived 
soundscapes and perceived acoustic quality for perceived restoration and several health outcomes  

 
The data were analyzed in three steps:   
 
Table 2:  Steps in the multilevel regression analysis  

OUTCOMES: Restoration, Symptoms and Stress  

Predictors 

 

Level 1 Neighborhood  

Step 1: Soundscape  

Step 2: + Green indicators   

Step 3: + Green indicators  + Perceived Soundscape indicators (soundscape scales and general 

question) 

Step 4: Full model adjusted for age, gender, education level, ethnicity, availability, use and 

importance of green, quality green. For Symptoms and stress also adjusted for ROS and social 

cohesion 

 
Table 3 presents the results of the multilevel regression analyses for perceived restoration, 

symptoms and stress. Perceived restoration is predicted by a positive evaluation of the soundscape in 
the area people frequent for rest and recreation. This association remains significant after adjustment 
for available green at different distances from the dwelling and other relevant variables. The 
availability of green does not add to the prediction, but the total number of visits, the perceived quality 
and importance of green all contribute considerable to the prediction. Age is also an important 
predictor: younger people seem to profit more than people above 45.     

Symptoms and stress-reactions show a reverse pattern in the sense that primarily the negative 
evaluation of the sound quality is an important predictor, also after adjusting for the availability of 
green. Access to green within 100 meters from the home is associated with more stress and more 
symptoms while available green within 300 meters from the home is associated with lower scores on 
both indices. Age, gender and level of education are associated with more symptoms and more stress. 
Importance of green, frequency of visiting green and the quality are not associated with stress and 
symptoms, but perceived social cohesion is.  



 

 

 



 

 

Table 3 

:  Mulitlevel regression analysis of soundscape questions on Restoration , Symptoms and stress in 

four models. 
 

   
Soundscape POSITIVE NEGATIVE 

 
General Evaluation

ROS Crude model
1

 .86 (.71 – 1.01)*** .16 (-.01 - .34) -2.5 (-3.2 - 1.8)*** 

 Adjusted Model
2

 .86 (.70 -  1.02)*** .17(-.01- .35)  

  Adjusted Model3 .47 (.31 -   .62)*** .24 (.07- .43)**  

 
Adjusted Model4 na na 

 

SYMPTOMS Crude model
1

 .04 (-.02  - .11) .20 (.12- .28)**** .27 (-.04.- 58)  

 Adjusted model
2
 .03 (-.04 - .11) .20 (.12 - .28)***  

  Adjusted model3 .04 (-.04 - .11) .20 (.12 - .29)***  

 Adjusted Model4 .03 (-.05 -.11) .20 (.11 -.28)***  

STRESS Crude model
1
 -.02 (-.09 - .05) .22 (.13-.30)*** .64 (.33 - .95)*** 

 Adjusted model2 -.02 (-.09 - .05) .21 (.13-.29) ***  

 Adjusted model
3
 -.00 (-.08 - .07) .22 (.13 -.30)***   

  Adjusted Model4 -.00 (-.08 - .07)         .22 (.13 -.30)***  

 

p<0.01 -<0.05;**p<0.001*** 

 

 

Doetinchem/NL  

  N= 861 

      

 

1 
Unadjusted model with a random intercept (neighborhood)  

2 
Adjusted for green space indicators   

3 
Adjusted for age, gender, education level, ethnicity, availability, use and importance of green, 

Quality Green,  
Symptoms and Fatigue also adjusted for ROS  
4 Adjusted for age, gender, education level, ethnicity, availability, use and importance of green, 
Quality Green,  
Symptoms and Fatigue also adjusted for ROS and Social Cohesion 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The literature review explored the notion that access to high quality acoustic environments may 

positively affect well-being, quality of life, and environmental health through some restorative or 
health and wellbeing promoting mechanism. Two types of restoration were discerned: Type 1 
restoration refers to a high quality acoustic environment intrinsically providing restoration by way of 
an immediate pathway; Type 2 restoration refers to the effect of availability (knowledge) of a high 
(better) quality acoustic environment to a person who otherwise is subject to adverse effects of noise.  
The latter includes availability of a quiet side in an otherwise high noise exposure dwelling, or access 
to/knowledge about nearby green areas. Both can be regarded as providing restoration by way of 
mediation. 

In order to verify these findings first people’s perceptions of the sound quality of their immediate 
living environment in urban areas, and their determinants were analyzed. Results showed that 
soundscape perceptions differ per location and function/condition and are dependent on the physical 
and social contexts. While evaluations of the acoustic quality inside and outside the home are 
primarily determined by perceived noise sources and the level of annoyance, the evaluation of areas 
where people come for recreational purposes is primarily dependent on the type of noises people hear 
as well as a range of noise indicators including the average weighted noise levels, the noise variation 
and the peak levels of traffic noise. It seems hereby easier to predict peoples overall evaluations of the 
sound quality than their soundscape scores. The latter might be (co) determined by other variables, 
which were not included in this study.  



 

 

Secondly, on another dataset we studied the association between the soundscape perceptions with 
restoration, non-specific symptoms and indicators of stress while adjusting for demographic, physical 
and social aspects. Results show a consistent association between perceived soundscapes (positive and 
negative) and acoustic quality and symptoms, stress and its counterpart: restoration. Where perceived 
restoration is primarily associated with the importance, quality and use of green spaces near the home 
symptoms and stress show an immediate association with the availability of green near the home. Not 
clear is why the effect of green near the home and at 300 meters from the home show reverse patterns.  
Finally, perceived social cohesion is a very important predictor: a high level of social cohesion is 
associated with lower levels of stress and symptom report, after adjustment for other confounders 
including educational level etc.  

For both studies the main limitation is that we are dealing with cross sectional data. 
 
The results of detailed analysis show that people’s judgement about their sound situation is 

dependent on context. Social aspects play a role in the indoor and outdoor condition, but not at the 
favorite spots which people visit most often. As expected, the indoor evaluation of the acoustic quality 
is more dominated by hearing human sounds and severe annoyance from neighbor noise, while the 
outdoor evaluation is predominantly determined by the perception of traffic sounds. Positive and 
negative soundscapes as well as the overall evaluation of the acoustic quality are important predictors 
of restoration, stress and symptoms also after adjustment for relevant aspects such as availability, use, 
quality and importance of green space, demographic features and social aspects.   

These findings have important implications for the interpretation of previous studies, which were 
primarily focused on the negative aspects and annoyance only. When at the level of home we only 
focus on annoyance, we miss the influence of the broader social and physical context. At the level of 
recreational (green urban) areas where people go for relaxation the aspect of noise levels and in 
specific the variation in noise should receive more attention in future research. The interaction 
between physical, social and acoustic features is also relevant from a planning point of view. 
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